The FSA (First Shot Approach) Demonstrator of DLR and DASNAirbus is a first prototype for an integrated multidisciplinary environment for flight control development. The FSA Demonstrator represents a state-ofthe-art computational tool which facilitates the study of trade-off between competing specifications and performance metrics. It integrates an object-oriented modeling environment, a data and tool management system, general purpose system analysis, simulation and synthesis tools and an automatic multi-goal attainment optimization program. The FSA Demonstrator comes with a dedicated graphical user interface for problem setup and pushbutton program operation which allows easy setup and operation even by non-specialists. The main payoffs of the FSA are a significant reduction in the design cycle and an improved performance of handling qualities.
Introduction
The DLR Institute for Robotics and System Dynamics in conjunction with DASNAirbus are currently specifying the functional requirements for an integrated multidisciplinary framework for flight control development. For exploration of the potentials of such a framework, a prototype has been implemented referred to as FSA Demonstrator .
The basic view behind the FSA Demonstrator is the assumption that the flight control system developer has already conducted a preliminary functional design study to determine an appropriate control-law architecture. Then the control system analyst can use the FSA Demonstrator to evaluate the baseline design and to tune the design parameters for best system behavior. FSA implements the process model as shown in Figure 1 . general purpose system analysis, simulation and synthesis tools (ANDECS) [4] , interactive result visualization (ANDECS-AVIEWER), a data and tool management system (ANDECS-RSYST) [SI, and an automatic multi-goal attainment optimization tool (ANDECS-MOPS) [7] . Predefined computation chains are provided for special tasks like trimming, linearising, eigenvalue computation including result visualization.
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Computation experiments are controlled by a graphical user interface (CUI) that is adopted to the special needs of the 0-7803-5500-8/99 $10.00 0 1999 IEEE flight control design process. All design steps are supported by dedicated menus. Figure 2 shows the main window of the FSA demonstrator. The object-oriented modeling language ModelicalDYMOLA
[ 11 is used for modeling of the aircraft dynamics. For that a flight-mechanics class library has been developed. This library contains all the elements needed to define aircraft flight dynamic models, including different types of engine, atmosphere and gravity models. Model building is done by means of a graphical object diagram editor, as shown in Figure 3 . By using graph-theoretical algorithms and symbolic formula .manipulations, DYMOLA transforms the object diagram into state space form and generates efficient simulation code for several simulation platforms. The NC-Analysis is mainly used to select representative points on the flight envelope. The corresponding linear models define the multi-model used for controller parameter tuning and compromising. The selection of models is done interactively using the graphical outputs of the simulation and computational results over a complete sweep of predefined trim conditions. The left part of Figure  4 shows the graphical user interface for aircraft analysis. This menu gives information on the model parameters p (name, current value, minimum, maximum, number of intermediary grid points) and on existing predefined parameter sets and trim conditions. [8] . The variations in the model parameters and operating conditions are covered basically by the multi-model formulation. For a given control structure, the free parameters of the controller, T, are automatically tuned by optimizer to their best values satisfying the specifications and flyinglhandling quality demands. The multi-goal tuning of parameters is achieved by using the optimization tool ANDECS-MOPS. I 8 . Selecting a particular design candidate by picking any point/curve Scanning the design history stepwise (forwardhackward) yields all data belonging to a specific design iteration being visualized Trade-off analysis via the parallel coordinate editor [ 3 ] , [6] gives information about what criteria are competing and how strongly
Tuning and Compromising
Tuning & Compromising is based on a multi-criteridmultimodel parameter tuning facility which provides a systematic way for optimization based control law tuning by directly specifying bounds and demands on FCS specifications and handling qualities as well as physical control realization constraints
Assessment
Task of the assessment is to detect hidden weaknesses in the designed FCS. Usually systematic gridding based parameter studies are performed where a large number of parameter combinations and different operating conditions have to be examined. A more efficient way is to search worst cases by parameter optimization, i.e. for given optimal tuner values T* the worst-case models parameter p* are searched such that a selected performance criterion, e.g. stability, is as bad as possible. Worst case models can be used to update the multi-models used for tuning & compromising.
To perform assessment the user has to specify one or more design cases to be used as a single constant controller or as a gain-scheduled controller, respectively. The set of available designs is displayed in the controller window, where for each selected design, the corresponding speed value is also displayed, see To facilitate the speed selection, the flight envelope together with the trimming points used for all existent designs are displayed in the graphical output window. The trim points corresponding to one design (usually at the same speed) are displayed with the same colour. One Experiment: single analysis experiment in the current trim point Paramerer Study: variation of one or more parameters Scan DB: visualize precomputed analysis runs that are stored on database Worst case:worst case parameter search using multiobjective optimization
The assessment task realized in the FSA Demonstrator includes trimming, nonlinear step response simulation, linearization and criteria computations. The results of each assessment run are automatically visualized in the graphical output window. For experiment evaluation similar facilities are provided as described in tuning & compromising. The worst cases found in the assessment are stored on database. Thus they can be used to define new multi-models for further parameter tuning. Figure 8 shows the architecture of the FSA-Demonstrator.
Software Architecture
Graphical user interface and the computation engine ANDECS are realized as independent programs that communicate with each other via TCP/IP sockets. This enables the distributed execution of the software in a heterogeneous network. 
